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By RALPH GIBBS

just as vocal

as

In Kodiak, freelance writer ludy Fulp sent in a letter in support of Bishop
Nikolai to the Orthodox Church's leader, Metropolitan Herman-
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"I have covered many stories about the seminary and the pilgrlmage
every year since Bishop Nikolai was installed," she said. "He has been very
gracious to me and many' many others in Kodiak and around Alaska' He is
a good bishop and has done amazing things for Alaska and has many
friends and a few enemies."
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She does admit that Bishop Nikolai can be abrasive sometimes and has
done a few things that were clearly wrong but, overall, he has been a boon
to the Alaska diocese.
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However, slowly his supporters are standing up becoming
his detractors.
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Article published on Tuesday, March 18th, 2008

Disouted Alaska diocese leader Bishop Nikolai Soriach has received a lot
of bad press lately, rightly deserved, his critics say.
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does not end there.

In an effort to counter the unfavorable speech published on the Web site
ocanews.org, where a lot of criticism has been made public, the bishop, has
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begun publishing his own opinion using the Alaska diocese's official Web
site at dioceseofalaska.org'
He has been using his Web site to answer questions about the current
crisis in an attemDt to explain himself and to show others all the news
coming out of Alaska isn't bad.

It's working.
His supporters are posting in greater numbers on ocanews.org' where
before they have been mostly silent. Postings range from full support to
accusing Mark Stokoe, creator of the Web site, of trying to destroy the

ocA.
Even some detractors are starting to look at this more critically'

"It is in any event, not in dispute is that he is now being ordered to go on
a'Leave of Absence,'a concept unknown in the canons," one commenter
posted. "Can a diocesan bishop be compelled - without any charges
formally brought against him - to hand over his authority in his diocese?
The fact of the matter is that (Bishop) Nikolai is right about a crucial aspect
of this affair."

AnotherpostercommentedthatStokoeshou|dc|osedownthecomment
portion of his Web site through Lent to keep people from being led down
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the'path of temptation." Stokoe declined.
Support is also coming from other corners'

The latest document posted by the Bishop is a letter from retired Bishop
Tlkhon, former bishop of San Francisco, Los Angeles and the West.

In the letter,

Bishop Tkhon calls the action of the Orthodox Church's

leader and the Holy Synod unlawful and disorderly.
"According to the letter and spirlt of the Holy Canons of the Universal and
Local Councils and of the Holy Fathers, no bishop may be deposed,
allenated, or suspended from his bishoprlc without discipllnary proceclures,
which are the result of stated charges, and their specifications' that the
given Hierarch has violated the Holy Canons or taught heresy," Bishop
Tikhon wrote.

He said appointing a priest to rule the diocese and requiring Alaskan
clergy to refuse to commemorate their ruling bishop's name in divine
services was unlawful and disorderly.

*I

appeal to the entire Ofthodox Episcopate, in particular the First
Hierarchs of all the Holy Locat Churches, to address the problem of the
above disorder introduced into the life of the Orthodox Church in America,"
Bishop Tikhon wrote,

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reach via e-mail

at

rgibbs@kodiakdailymirror.com.
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America officials confirmed Wednesday that

was Kodiak.

Church leader Metropolitan Herman appointed Fr. Garklavs administrator

of the Alaska diocese on March 8, after Bishop Nikolai Soraich was put on
mandatory leave for refusing to depart Alaska during an investigation into
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The bishop, who still refuses to leave, said on Wednesday that he would
to meet with Fr. Garklavs, but hasn't as of wednesday.
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Archpriest Alexander Garklavs is now in Alaska and one of his first stops
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Garklavs likely stopped in Kodiak first because the island is one of the few
Orthodox parishes in Alaska that defied Metropolltan Herman's order to
stop commemorating Bishop Nikolai in services.

In a recent letter addressed to his congregation, Rev. Innocent Dresdow
said he would continue to commemorate Bishop Nikolai because he has
been offered no canonical reason or official notification to do otherwise.
"Although it is true that various communiqu6s have been posted on
various Web sites, including the OCA Web site, I have received no official
instructions from The Holy Synod," Innocent wrote in the letter. "All of the
official directives of the OCA, as it impacts this parish, have come to me in

the mail and in hard copy. Therefore, I assume that something

antastic Fishing,
zing Wildlife
plete

whalerscovelodge.cc

so

significant as ceasing to commemorate a bishop would be afforded at least
the same level of orderliness and decorum."

Fr. Innocent said he would defend his stance even at the cost of his
priesthood.

"I

have been willing and am willing to suffer slander, insinuation, false

accusation and potentially the loss of my priesthood in order

to defend the

integrity of the church," he wrote. "What is at stake here is not a war
between personalities or bishops. What is at stake here is whether or not
the church will function as it has functioned for 2,000 years or whether it
will decline into the ordinary and ungodly."

It is unknown if Fr. Garklavs delivered written orders to Fr. Innocent. Fr.
Innocent didn't return phone calls and Fr. Garklavs could not be reached
Wednesday.

In other developments, The Holy Synod of Bishops will hold a special
session on March 27 in New York to address the situation in Alaska. Bishop
Nikolai, who feels angry and betrayed by the actions of his fellow bishops,
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said he welcomes the meeting and confirmed he will attend,

"I sent a letter asking for the bishops, help (regardtng the situation in
Alaska) and their response was to tell me to get out of town,. the bishop
said, "I think (the meeting is) lmportant and things need to be discussed in
my presence to talk about all ofthese things."
Bishop Nikolai reiterated that he has no plans
church has no grounds to remove him.

to step down and that the

"You have to follow the rules with how they're written," Bishop Nikolai
"If I was to comply with something that was not right, then I'm
accepting the fact that we're breaking the rules and that every other rule

said.

can be broken, too."
He said there is a process and he's happy to follow the process

"in every

detail."

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached via e-mail at
rgibbs@kodlakdailymirror.com.
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Orthodox Church in America officials may expand the investigation of
Bishop Nikolai Soraich to include possible malfeasance, church chancellor
Archpriest Alexander Garklavs said in an interview in Kodiak, Friday.

Tecinology Center

Fr. Alexander made the statement in response to recent allegations by
supporters of Bishop Nikolai during a public relations blitz earlier this month
that cash-strapped OCA leaders want the Alaska diocese leader gone to get
the money Alaska lands produce.
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It's an accusation Fr. Alexander flauy denied.

"First of all, there is absolutely no truth whatsoever that any of the
actions taken by the Holy Synod, my assignment or my being here has
anything to do with trying to establish control over or get revenue from
lands that the church owns here," he said. "In fact, there have been some
allegations of the possibilities of some irregularities in management of
church-owned lands by the present administration.,.
Land mismanagement by Bishop Nikolai isn,t a new charge. The rumor
dogged his administration for several years and resulted in a Dec. S, 2006,
open letter by the bishop on his Web site denying the allegations.

"In addition to being accused of'selling'Alaskan lands, I have also

been

company providing
ESRI authorized
lS training
.BlueSk'esSolutions.r

accused of 'mortgaging Alaskan properties,"' he wrote in the letter. '.First, I
would like to ask, who in today's world has not legally sold property to
upgrade or reinvest the proceeds? yes, I have done this and all the
property that has been acquired is in the name of the Diocese of Alaska.,,
Fr. Alexander said Orthodox leaders aren't so sure. He also said during his
Herman
Theological Seminary have surfaced that may need to be investigated,

time in Kodiak some possible irregularities concerning St.

During the interview, Fr. Alexander said he has always wanted to visit the
birthplace of the Russian Orthodox Church in America but hasn,t had the
chance until now. Instead of a vacation as Fr. Alexander had hoped, he was
here to gather facts and meet with parish clergy and laity in an attempt to
mend rifts many say Bishop Nikolai created with his gruff leadership style.

Fr. Alexander said he had met with more than a dozen people since his
arrival and they certainly gave him an earful.
"Everybody acknowledged things aren't great," he said. "I guess there is
some difference of opinion as to why they're not great. Some have been
appreciative of me coming, others have been apprehensive of why I was
here."

The archpriest was also here to persuade the Rev. Innocent Dresdow,
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dean of the seminary, to follow the orders
of OCA leaders and to stop
commemorating Bishop Nikorai as ordered
by church reader
Metroporitan

Herman.

In a recent retter addressed to his congregation, Fr.
Innocent said he had
been offered no canonical or biblical reason for
doing othenvise.
"Priests and laity alike have been placed on the horns
of a dilemma,. he
wrote. "Either obey our bishop or obey the Hoty Synod
of Bishops. All ciergy
have taken an oath to obey our diocesan bishop
anct our bishop asks us to
proceed per normar church practice unress
there rs a canonrcar reason to do
otherwise."
Not everyone in the church agrees with Fr. Innocent.
some reave services
before the commemoration of Bishop Nikolai begins.

Fr. Innocent also sald he has received no officiat instrucuons
from the

Holy synod with regard to the commemoration of their
bishop, and without
written instructions he wilr defend the bishop even to the point
of his
priesthood.
Fr. Alexander said he hoped it wouldn,t come to that,
but it might.

"I would say itb not completely resolved,,, Fr. Atexander said. "He has
received an officiar hard copy, (but) Fr. Innocent is incrined
to fottow the
opinron of Bishop Nrkotai on this issue that they don,t accept the
decision of
the Holy Synod of Blshops. He did make some very strong statements
and
he seems very committed.'
Fr. Alexander said that commitment may eventually lead to his undoing.

'Disciplinary action could be possible," he said. ..Hopefully, it won,t come
to that.'
Fr. Alexander reft Kodiak Friday evening for Anchorage where he hoped
to
meet with Bishop Nikorai. He has cailed a meeting of orthodox crergy on
Tuesday in Anchorage with as many ofthe diocese clergy as can attend.

'(Bishop Nikolai) wont be invited,,, Fr. Alexander said,
He said he doesn't have overry ambitious goars at the crericar meeting,
but simply wants the meeting to inform clergy of what is transplring and to

answer questions.

"I've been doing a lot of listening here (in Kodiak),' Fr. Alexander said.
"I'm sure I'll be doing more of that,.,
Fr. Alexander also took the opportunity during the interview in Kodiak to
clear up some misconceptions conceming the investigation into the matter
of Paul Sidebottom. Fr. Alexander said that he was one of two people
tasked with the investigation and that a final report has not been submitted
to the bishops.

Sidebottom alleged

In

2007 that he was sexually assaulted

by

Archimandrite Isidore while visiting Kodiak.

"There were some allegations

in the

case

that have not

been

corroborated," he said. *This has made it possible for some people to assert
that the case is closed, but it's not."
Fr. Alexander said he will retum to New york on Wednesday and he will
report to the Metropolitan Herman.

'I will send a report to the metropolitan," he sald. .I,ve been in touch with
him almost every day by phone. In terms of my further involvement or my
assignment here, that will be reassessed after I return to New york..
Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached by e-mail at
rgibbs@kodiakdailymirror.com,
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It was a short meeting this morning, lasting only a few hours, but long
enough for the Orthodox Church in America.s Holy Synod
of Bishops to
withdraw Araska diocese reader Bishop Nikorai soraich,s mandatory
leave of
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"The Hory Synod of Bishops is aware of the concerns of crergy
and faithful
of the Diocese of Araska," ocA officiars said in a sratement posted
on the
ocA Web site. "It recognizes the expressed desire of their diocesan
hierarch to address these concerns, and to take whatever action
is
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necessary to restore peace.,,
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That action wirr take the form of an official investigation expected to
begin
next week.
Returning with Bishop Nikorai from the Hory synod meeting wiil be
Archbishop Nathaniel, Bishop of Detroit and the Romanian Episcopate
and
Bishop Tikhon, Bishop of philadelphia and Eastern pennsylvania.
Previously the synod berieved that a fair and impartiar investigation courd
not take place with Bishop Nikolai remaining in Alaska, but ocA officials
have accepted the assurances of Bishop Nikorai that he wiil not interfere.
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once the investigation is comprete, Archbishop Nathanier and

Bishop

Tikhon will report to their findings at the next Holy Synod meeting in May.

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached via e_mail

rgibbs@kodiakdailym irror.com.
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comparing himself to Jesus christ in an interview with KTUU television in
Anchorage, Bishop Nikolai Soraich said of his recent mandatory leave of
absence, "I felt very much like Christ, going to the cross and being
abandoned and pushed aside and no one there for him.,,
Now he has more reason to feel that way.

on wednesday, the orthodox church in America's Metropolitan council,
the permanent executive body of the church, voted unanimousry requesting
the ocA "immediately reverse" its recent decision to lift Bishop Nikolai,s
susDenslon.
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The OCA synod revoked Bishop Nikolai,s suspension on March 27.
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"Taking account ofthe anxieties, fears and pain ofthe orthodox faithfur of
Alaska, and the deep concern expressed by ail the faithfur of the orthodox
church in America, the Metropolitan council is profoundly disappointed by
the Holy synod's decision to lift the leave of absence of His Grace, Bishop
Nikolai before a proper solution has been determined, and respectfully asks
our hierarchs - in faith, hope and rove
- to immediatery reverse this
decision," the council's statement read.
Bishop Nikolai was placed on mandatory leave of absence in early March

after refusing to take a voluntary leave whire investigators rooked into
accusations of verbal and emotional abuse by the bishop.
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During this mandatory leave of absence, in which the bishop never left
a sparring match between Bishop Nikolai and OCA
leaders played out on the Internet.

Alaska as ordered,

-

Archpriest Alexander Garklavs was appointed administrator of the Araska
to Alaska in mid-March to meet with parishioners and

cliocese and traveled

clergy.

However, upon his retum to OCA headquarters in New york, where the
Holy Synod of Bishops was meeting to discuss the situation, Fr. Alexander
was refused admittance, prompting an e-mail to the clergy and parishioners
of Alaska.

"we have not seen or been told of the deliberations of the Holy synod
earlier today, but their decision is tragic,,, he wrote. .That I had neither the
opportunity to present my report nor to speak to them is unexplainable.'
Fr. Alexander went on to say that he was overwhelmed with..monumental
feelings of anger."

He closed by stating that because Bishop Nikolai was reinstated, Fr.
Alexander was no longer the administrator of Alaska.
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"But I will not abandon your cause nor forget your noble courage," he
wrote in the e-mail to the ocA members in Araska, .I assure you that
almost all of your clergy brothers here in the .lower 48, stand behind you
completely. And, if necessary, we will come to Alaska on our own resources
to stand next to you during your times of trail."
Bishop Nikolai praised lifting of the suspension by the synod, of which he
was a part.

"The action taken at the meeting reflects the desire of the Synod to

approach problems in accordance with tjte established order of the church,"
he said in a written statement.

Meanwhile,

two clergy members, Archbishop Nathaniet and

Bishop

Tikhon, are in Alaska conducting investigations into the allegations of abuse
and have been meeting with clergy all week. They are scheduled to be in
Kodiak on Friday.

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached via e-mail at
rgibbs@kodiakdailymirror.com.
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The Most Rev. Nathaniel, archbishop of Detroit and the Romanian
Episcopate, and the Right Rev. Tikhon, bishop of philadelphia and Eastem
Pennsylvania, returned to Anchorage over the weekend.
Both visited Kodiak over the weekend continuing their investigation into
allegations that Alaska diocese leader Bishop Nikolai Soraich has ruled in
Alaska for the last seven years under a blanket of intimidations and abuse.

.-

Bishop Nikolai denies the charge, although he does acknowledge on his
diocese Web site that he needs to become a better leader.
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have shortcomings and one of them is that (it is)
necessary for me to improve how I'm perceived as (being) too strict,' he
"Believe me,

said in answer to a question from a supporter.
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overcome those shortcomings in Alaska

may be answered sooner rather than later.

Orthodox Church in Amerlca leader Metropolitan Herman, under
increasing pressure from within, moved up the Holy Synod of Bishop
meeting in order to discuss the situation in Alaska. The meeting will now
take place at the end of April instead of the end of May.
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Last week, the OCA Metropolitan Council, the permanent executive body

of the church, voted unanimously to ask the Holy Synod of Bishops to
reverse its decision to

-

lift Bishop Nikolai's suspension.
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"Taking account ofthe anxieties, fears and pain ofthe Orthodox faithful of
Alaska, and the deep concem expressed by all the faithful of the Orthodox
Church in America, the Metropolitan Council is profoundly disappointed by
the Holy Synod's decision to lift the leave of absence of His Grace, Bishop
Nikolai before a proper solution has been determined, and respectfully asks
our hierarchs - in faith, hope and love - to immediately reverse this
decision," the council's statement read.
Demands

to

resolve the matter have come from other corners of the

church.

The faculty of St. Vladimir's Theological Seminary in New york issued a
statement in support of addressing the situation in Alaska, marking the first
time the school has issued a public statement.

"Until now we have not spoken out, hoping that the regular ecclesial
structures of the church would be able to restore peace and stability," the
statement read. "The continued suffering of our church, however, and now
the plight of the Alaskan faithful, our brothers and sisters in Christ, have
both alarmed us and deeply pained us to the point where we feel compelled
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to speak."
They concluded by saying they were anxiousry waiting the outcome of the
next synod meeting.

However' they were not the ones who convinced the ocA reader to move
up the meeting time.
The strongest appeal came fi-om the Most Rev. Job, archbishop of Chicago
and the Midwest, who took exception to the recent statements by Bishop
Nikolai in an interview with KTUU television in Anchorage comparing his
ordeal with that of Jesus.

"I felt very much like Christ; going to the cross and being abandoned and
pushed aside and no one there for him,,, the bishop said in that interview.
It's not the only thing that the bishop has done since retuming to Alaska
that has angered many Orthodox clergy, including Archbishop Job.
one of the first actions taken by Bishop Nikolai upon his return to Alaska
after meeting with the synod, which lifted his mandatory leave of absence,
was dismiss Archpriest Michael Oleksa and Mother Capitolina from the
Metropolitan Council.

Both were elected by a unanimous vote during a gathering of clergy in
Anchorage two weeks ago. Archpriest Alexander Garklavs, who was then
the administrator of the Alaska diocese while Bishop Nikolai defied a
mandatory leave of absence, called the meeting to talk about the situation
in Alaska.

During his time

in

Alaska, Fr. Alexander, unde. the direction of

Metropolitan Herman, gathered testimony to present to the Holy Synod of
Bishops.

However, upon his return he was not allowed by the metropolitan to
present his testimony, prompting an e-mail of support to the Alaska clergy.

"I will not abandon your cause nor forget
Alexander wrote.

"I

your noble courage,,'

Fr.

assure you that almost all of your clergy brothers here

in the 'lower 48'stand behind you completely. And, if necessary, we will
come to Alaska on our own resources to stand next to you during your
times of trail."
The e-mail angered Btshop Nikolai, who has demanded that Archpriest
Alexander be fired from his position of leadership in the OCA. That
prompted an angry retort fi-om long-time opponent of Bishop Nikolai,
Archbishop lob.
'Since his return to Alaska, he has humiliated the church by his atrocious
comparison of himself to the suffering (of the) King of Glory and his
shameful vilifications of his brother bishops," Job wrote. *He immediately
launched a persecution of Archpriest Alexander Garklavs and Archpriest
Michael Oleksa, disregarding the will and convictions of the Alaskan clergy
regarding their chosen representative to the Metropolitan Council.,,
Archbishop Job requested that the Holy Synod take up the issue of Alaska
as soon as possible and the metropolitan agreed.

The Holy Synod of Bishops will meet at the end of April, when many hope
the situation in Alaska will be resolved.

Mirror writer Ralph cibbs can be reached by e-mail at
rgibbs@kodiakdailymirror.com.
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Alaska Diocese leader Bishop Nikolai Soraich won another round
with
Russian orthodox church reader Metroporitan Herman this week,
and on
Thursday he steps in the ring for what could be the knockout
round.

But the fix may be in.

In private correspondence earrier this week, Metroporitan Herman
requested Bishop Nikorai not attend Thursday,s meeting of the
Hory
synod of Bishops convened in special session to decide his fate in
New

York.
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Bishop Nikolai dissented.

"You can't have a Hory synod without inviting every member
of the
synod," the bishop said.
Bishop Nikorai said what he has been saying throughout the church
crisis: "Procedure must be followed.,,

In early

March, when Bishop Nikorai refused to recognize his
of absence, he said he did so because proper
procedure had not been followed. He argued the point at
a special
meeting of the synod rast month, and won. The bishop returned
to
mandatory leave

Alaska reinstated.
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"we're still In a country where you're ailowed to have certain rights,,,
the bishop said. "They shouldn,t be taken away from you.,,
This week, Bishop Nikorai, in a retter to the metroporitan again argued

that procedure must be followed and again, he won.
This morning. Bishop Nikorai boarded a prane for New york and

fate is expected to be decided on Thursday.

his

An indication of how that decision courd end may have been reveared
in a recent letter from the Right Rev. Tikon to Bishop Nikorai, posted on

the Alaska Diocese's Web site.

Bishop Tikon was one

of two

bishops who came

to

Araska to

investigate allegations that Bishop Nikorai has been ruling the diocese
by fear and intimidation,
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Bishop Tikon is a supporter of Bishop Nikolai.

l^

In his letter to

Bishop Nikorai, he criticized the church,s reader for

trying to keep Bishop Nikolai from attending the synod meeting.

"I

contemplated

the recent letter you got from the

Metroooritan

Herman in which he rather haughtiry tord you that whire
the Hory synod
would be meeting for a second 'extraordinary' time during the gieat
+0day fast, you, a constituent member of that synod, should
not come,
for all members (except you of course) want to have their meeting
to
discuss you without you being there,,, he wrote. ,.Where grew

I

up,

that's called'talking behind someone's back,, a common human
vice..,
He went on to compare those posting on the web site, ocanews.org,
as a mob.

"By mob, I do not mean to refer to the Laos, of which you and I are
ordained members, but those producing their noisome cries on the
Internet, frequently anonymous, hence, brazenly and cowardly

scornful," he wrote. .,This mob has no leaders, only followers.,,

Bishop Tikon, a member of the synod, then closed with words
of hope
and an indication of where his vote may lean.

"As one who knows you better than probabry any other member of
the Laos (both clergy and non-clergy) alive today, I wish to offer you
my version of 'Keep the Faith' by providing you a most apt quotation
from the classic Latin master of the epigram, Martial,,' he wrote. .'It
seems to me the words must have been created centuries ago in
oroer
to (be) made available to you, as a kindness.,,

If the vote does go in favor of Bishop Nikorai he wirr return to Araska,
no longer under threat of removal.
That has clergy worried that the bishop will begin a reign of

retaliation against those who have spoken out against him.

"I've never done that," he said. "There's never been any retariation
from me on anybody for anything, ever. What you,ll find in my hisrory

is when I find someone that has reaily not been favorable toward me,
that person gets more time, more effort than anyone else. Those fears
need to be dispelled."
But the clergy are dubious, pointing to what happened to Fr. Michael
oleska. After an interview with the Anchorage Dairy News where he
openly criticized Bishop Nikolai, Fr. Michael was removed from his

teaching position at the St. Herman Theological Seminary.

"The deal was, he was (in Kodiak) spewing anti_bishop stuff at the
seminary to faculty and students,,, Bishop Nikolai said. *Two students
came to me concerned about that.,,
Instead of worrying about possible disciprinary actions the bishop
said
when he gets back, he wants to focus on heairng.

"we have to get out there and tark about the

resolve them and heal them?" he said.

issues. How can we

"I think that is important. I
don't think we can ailow this stuff to fester out there, that has

tragically taken a very long time to get to this point.,,

He said he wants to hold meetings to try and heal and if he had
known about the issues earrier, he wourd have tried to hear the rift

sooner.

"As soon as
http:/ /www.kodiakdailymirror.com/?pid=

I

found out,

I

wourd have cailed a meeting up here and
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started the process right away," he said. "I wourd rike nothing
more
than to have these people back in the church. No
one
chased them

away, they left on their own and they need to come back.,,

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached

rgibbs@kodiakdailymirror.com.
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A day after memoriar services were herd in sitka to honor former
Alaska diocese reader Archbishop Gregory Afonsky, Bishop Nikorai

i

Soraich, the current diocese reader, agreed to a reave of absence.
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In an official statement posted on the orthodox church in America
Web site following a special meeting of the Holy Synod of Bishops,
church reader Metroporitan Herman said Bishop Nikorai agreed to the
voluntary leave of absence after hearing testimony from the Right
Rev.
Tikhon Mollard, bishop of phiraderphia and Eastern pennsyrvania, and
the Most Rev. Nathaniar popp, archbishop of Detroit and the Romanran
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Orthodox Episcopate of America.

During the bishop's absence, the metroporitan was praced in charge
of

the diocese administration and the Right Rev. Benjamin

peterson,
Bishop of san Francisco and the west, will assist the church leader.

"(Bishop Benjamin) will probably be coming up shortly after
(orthodox) Easter," said ocA chancellor Archpriest Alexander Garklavs.
"The diocese administration issues will be shifting slowly but surely, if
not already, from Bishop Nikolai and his immediate staff.

Orthodox Easter is Sunday.

In the official statement, the metropolitan instructed Alaskan clergy to
continue to commemorate Bishop Nikolai at Divine services and to only
commemorate Bishop Benjamin if he is present at services and only

after Bishop Nikolai.
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In March, when Bishop Nikolai was placed on a mandatory leave of
absence, the metropolitan ordered clergy not to commemorate the
bishop, an order several clergy refused to follow.
Bishop Nikolai defied the order, which was later rescinded.
Reactions around Kodiak have been cautious and subdued.

"We trust the Synod of Bishops in Syosset (N.y.) not to back down,,.
Rosabel Baldwin, a member of the church said. "It wourd be the
greatest betrayal to the Alaska faithful and to all the other orthooox
faithful across the land who have to rook to them for readership.,,

Church member Kathleen Carlson said with the passing of Bishop
http: / /www.kod iakdailym irror.com/?pid:19&id= 6093
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it has been an emotional

week.

"The feeling I have is cautious relief," carlson said. ,'we will be abre
have a joyous Holy Week and (Easter). We hope the leave of
absence becomes permanent at the synod meeting next month, so the

to

healing and rebuilding of the Alaska Diocese may commence,,,

on the web site ocanews.org, where much of this battle of words
between the bishop and his detractors has played out, there was litUe
reaction to the news.
comments are guarded because many are not sure what the latest
development means.

church analyst Mark stokoe predicted this is the end of Bishop
Nikolai's service and that the leave of absence is akin to a cEo beino
forced to resign or being fired.
Fr. Alexander agreed with the analysis,

Bishop Nikolai's status will be reviewed again at the regular synoo
meeting May 13-15, and it is expected the leave will become

permanent.

Bishop Nikolai could not be reached for comment.

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached via e_mail

at

rgibbs@ kodiakdai lym irror, com.
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Calif. bishop brings message of
healing to Kodiak
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Mirror Writer
,

Now that Bishop Nikolai soraich has reft Araska, many orthodox
Alaska Diocese members are wondering how the rift between the
bishop's supporters and detractors will be healed, especially in light of
some recent comments by Bishop Nikolai's aide Archimandrite Isadore.

Early last week, Bishop Benjamin and Archpriest Alexander Garkravs
visited Alaska to answer that question. The two orthodox church in

America clerics traveled to Anchorage to consecrate the new st. Tikon
church, and took the opportunity afterwards to travel to Kodiak to meer

with clerics and parishioners.

Bishop Benjamin tried to start the healing process once Bishop Nikorai
agreed to step down by posting a letter to ocA members on the Alaska
Diocese Web site.
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"There is pain, hurt and perhaps even fear among you,,' he wrote. .'I
can assure you all, the situation will not stay the same. All of who have
taken part in the recent drama needs to forgive each other. There are
not, nor can there ever be 'sides' in the church. There are onlv those
who are with Christ and those who are not.',

while in Kodiak, Bishop Benjamin tried to expand on that message of
healing with a series of meeting.
"Each one of us carries around stones,', he said...We can use those
stones to build walls between each other or we can build bridges, ano
we need to build a lot of bridges."

Building those bridges was being made difficult

by

some recent

comments by Archimandrite Isadore.

In a recent interview with the Tundra Drums magazine, Fr. Isadore
said many of the priests are fearful because they are battlinq
alcoholism.

using warfare as an analogy, Fr. Alexander said that when a conflict
is over, it's not as abrupt as turning on and off a light switch.

"There's still some residual feelings,', he said. ',They dissipate and
I can sense already there is a different

disappear very soon, In fact,
environment here (in Alaska)."
http:/ /www.kod iakdailym irror.com /?pid= l9&id=6197
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Bishop Benjamin called
unfortunate.

the comments made by Fr. Isadore,

"There are some really good clergy out there who are struggling to do
what's right," he said. "It's not easy being in a remote village.,,
Archpriest Alexander said Monday that Fr. Isadore left Alaska with
Bishop Nikolai and probably will not return.
Leadership questions

Metropolitan Herman, the OCA's leading cleric, has administered the
Alaska Diocese since Bishop Nikolai agreed to step down.

He appointed Bishop Benjamin, who runs his own

diocese in

California, to help with day-to-day operations.

Fr. Alexander said Bishop Benjamin may have even more
responsibilities in Alaska in the future, but probably would not become
the next official Alaska Diocese leader.
Instead, he would function as

a

locum tenens, or "someone who

functions in the place of the absent one," Fr. Alexander said.
Therefore, he would probably act as the official administrator of the
diocese, but not the diocese bishop, until a permanent replacement is
found for Bishop Nikolai.

Fr. Alexander said a replacement has not been identified and may not
be for a while.

Mirror writer Ralph Gibbs can be reached via e-mail

at

rgibbs@kodiakdailymirror.com.
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